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Going Quantum
 

Cindy-Mei Winter found that she still struggled to get to grips with the
reality of everything. Change. The Change. It had only been six months
after all, and everything felt so…natural. Yes, like it had always been that
way! It was a dream come true – and it was wonderful to have the body
she’d wanted for so long… always, ever since she could remember, and had
dreamed of!

 
As wonderful as it was though, it wasn’t enough for her to forget the

journey that led up to it… or the journey since, which had led her here.
 
Where was here?
 
She was in space of course. She could scarcely believe it – she’d spent

most of her life on Mars, working, burying herself – and her dreams and
desires in her work, and in worrying what other people thought of her! She
remembered that this – this little vacation – was her gift to herself – a
celebration of her victory over the unfairness of life, and a sudden smile
broke on her pretty face and stayed there a while before fading again.

 
This was the S.S. Duval, a loderunner belonging to Beljan Interstellar –

a deep-space mining corporation, and one of the biggest. Duval wasn’t a
passenger liner – not by any means, but along with the huge amount of
cargo the ship carried between planets and systems, the ship also offered
limited, cheaper passenger accommodation for those willing to travel the
back-roads of space. Back-roads indeed – the Duval was skirting the fringes
of what was so laughably called ‘civilization’! Although completely
automated, the huge freighter carried an enormous amount of cargo in its
more than 4 kilometer length, and an extremely small crew for its size –
more for reasons relating to insurance policies than anything else! One
thing stood out about her trip – it had been quiet, except for the occasional
unwelcome attention from one or two bored crewmen who had tried their
luck whenever an opportunity presented itself! None of them knew of
course, nobody did – except those who didn’t matter anymore.

 



Duval was nearing the end of its present journey, which was a stop-over
at a third-class colony named Deanna, where it would drop and take on
small amounts of diverse cargo, and disembark its only legitimate
passenger.

 
Aside from lengthy stays in her cabin, which was fairly comfortable, but

which had no windows onto space, Mei liked to roam the corridors on the
ship as far as she could – at least along the parts that passengers were
allowed without overstepping boundaries. One could only watch so many
movies or series, or read so much before one literally started to suffer from
cabin fever! She enjoyed the Duval’s recreation area, or rec-dec, which was
a welcome getaway from the tedium of long distance space travel. Duval
was a starship – but she wasn’t a fast starship! Since leaving Mars, the ship
had visited almost every mining outpost, refinery, farming colony and
starbase in the sector on a round-trip through the out-black that had taken
roughly five months!

 
It’d been a long time, quiet, relaxing – a welcome break from her hectic,

action-packed old life, she told herself. Strangely enough, she hadn’t been
lonely, at least not in the normal sense of missing the company of people.
Not at first, nor for most of the journey. Besides, there were other people on
the Duval, although she didn’t see much of them – mostly by choice. She’d
kept to herself. Sometimes it’d been boring, frustrating even – alone with
her thoughts, self-recrimination, guilt and loathing. Sometimes it seemed
like a rollercoaster ride, and she’d be propelled into heady heights of joy,
elation and a sense of freedom from all she’d gained… and then plunged
into the depths of sorrow and despair at the losses she’d suffered as well.
Mei drew consolation from the knowledge that at least the worst was
behind her now – the Duval was due to arrive at Deanna during the night or
early the next morning, and she could actually start living her new life – and
her long-awaited vacation away from it all!

 
After a pleasant evening spent on the rec-dec, staring through the big

windows onto space, Mei had retired to her cabin. She decided to have a
nice hot shower and asked the computer to put on some good music at a
decent volume, as she stripped off her clothes. Then the shapely young lady
made her way into her cabin bathroom, which was as plainly and simply



decorated with drab plastics and acrylics on every surface as the rest of the
small apartment.

 
A large towel hung draped over the large mirror on the wall where she’d

left it, so that nothing more than her naked ankles and feet could be seen in
it. Mirrors had always been Mei’s nemesis, aside from being a kind of tool
she was forced to use to make herself presentable, but no more than that.
Mirrors had always made her uncomfortable – portals of torture to make her
look at a reality she couldn’t accept or come to terms with. Looking into her
own eyes had always made her question who the person looking back into
hers was. Mei wondered if that would ever change. She hoped so! Her life
had become a mull of changes, and all of the more recent ones so far, for
the better! Yet she still struggled to love herself again. She wondered if she
ever would, or if anyone else could ever look at her without seeing some
kind of freak.

 
Duval’s tanked recycled water smelled clean as it sprayed down and

covered her – clean, but lifeless. It seemed dead to her, no more than a
chemical. H20, or DHMO… Dihydrogen monoxide, she remarked mentally
and suppressing a smile. It was a substance that cleansed her skin, or
nurtured her body from inside, but as the barrage of warm droplets splashed
past her lips and as she inhaled the steam surrounding her in the shower
booth, it tasted unreal, like nothing, an illusion.

 
What would Deanna hold for her, she wondered? The travel brochure

had promised all sorts of delights, tourist attractions, sights and sounds –
things that sounded attractive and exciting, and promised to help her kick
off her new start in… not a spectacular way, but well, in a good way. It was
a small reward she’d gifted to herself, not a real big splash, but a modest
way to reset her life and to begin again. After all, she had nobody to go
back home to. Romance perhaps? She gave a little sarcastic chuckle at the
thought. She was only passing through. She planned on staying just a few
weeks on Deanna – just a month at the outside, before making her way
home faster, and by less unconventional means. Even if there were time to
meet some ideal man and get to know him well enough to let him get close
to her – her leaving was sure to throw a wrench into the works! No, she was
certain her status quo would be in no danger of being overturned by some.
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